
Tourism Highlights of
SWISS AND PARIS

Switzerland

Known for its mountains, clocks, chocolate, cheese, and political neutrality, Switzerland's picture
sque alps are a storybook place to visit. The country has some unique features to it, like the fact that
it has three national languages.

Paris

The city is not only known as the most romantic place on Earth, but is also famous for its museums,
cathedrals, the Eiffel Tower and several other attractions. ... Paris' museums and monuments are
among its highest-esteemed attractions; tourism has motivated both the city and national
governments to create new ones.



BEST OF SWISS AND PARIS
 2 Nights in Interlaken
 3 Nights in Zurich
 3 Nights in Paris

Day 1 – Zurich to Interlaken-
Arrive at the Zurich Airport, Welcome to Switzerland. On arrival, proceed towards the Interlaken.
After such a hectic journey Enjoy the evening at leisure.
Overnight in Interlaken.

Day 2 – Interlaken-
After breakfast in the hotel today Day Trip to Grindelwald and Interlaken from Interlaken.
Visit and explore Switzerland's most attractive alpine region in this whole-day exploration of
Grindelwald and Interlaken! Begin the tour with a scenic drive through the countryside to Interlaken
for a quick orientation of the day's plans before you continue driving to Grindelwald. Get
magnificent views of the surrounding mountains, especially the world famous triple peaks of Eiger,
Mönch and Jungfra. You can also use up your leisure time here by taking the cable car to the First
Cliff Walk (at your own expense) and walk along a platform high above the ground for a magnificent
view of the Swiss Alps, or maybe even go on a trottbike ride if you visit in the summer! After a few
hours, you'll be making your way back to Interlaken without your guide (don't worry, they'll give you
an informative brochure to help!) for some exploration of the region's shopping paradise. Bring
home some regional produce or treat yourself to some precious jewelry or watches! You can also
spend some extra money and stop at Harder Klum, Interlaken's home mountain, for gorgeous views
of the area and fond memories of the trip before the guide takes you back to Interlaken.
Overnight in Interlaken.

Day 3 – Interlaken to Zurich -
After breakfast in the hotel lets move towards the Zurich. En-route we will do The Best of Zurich
City Half Day Tour, Zurich
Zurich city, Switzerland's largest city and the center of economics, business and finance, holds much
to be discovered. Explore the city and visit the best landmarks of Zurich with this guided two-hour
tour. Meet up with your guide at the meeting point and board the comfortable air-conditioned tour
bus. Your knowledgable guide will point out the city's landmarks and give you loads of insight about
them as you pass by. See the castle-like National Museum, pass by Bahnhofstrasse and Zürich's
famous financial district, and more! Go down the port of Enge and take in the view of Lake Zurich for
photos. Keep walking along the lake and pass by the renowned Opera House as you walk to the
Zürichberg district. After this, ride the cogwheel train uphill and enjoy spectacular views from the
forested hill. From there, catch a glimpse of the lake, the snow covered Alps, and the city. Take a
cruise along the university quarter and Zurich's art museum before reaching the Old Town where
you can walk around to take photos of the patriarchal guild houses, St. Peter's church and more.
Overnight in Zurich

Day 4 – Zurich -
After breakfast in the hotel today visit Mt. Titlis/Mt. Jungfraujoch and Lucerne Full Day Tour from
Zurich, Zurich
Spend a full day on the magnificent summit of Mt. Titlis and the charming city of Lucerne on this tour
from Zurich! Hop aboard an aerial cableway from the Alpine village of Engelberg to the peak of the
mountain. Take in the amazing view of a high alpine world of rocks and snow, before arriving at the
top of Mt. Titlis where you'll make the most of the two hours enjoying four spectacular attractions.
Ride on the Ice Flyer chairlift and look down to the icy depths below, or slide your way down the
slopes while snow tubing in the glacier park. Ready your heart and walk along the famous Titlis Cliff



Walk for vertigo-inducing views, then explore the glacier cave to take photos of the millions of ice
crystals in a frozen underground grotto. Spend the rest of the day in Lucerne where you can walk
around or buy some souvenirs.
Overnight in Zurich.

Day 5 – Zurich-
After breakfast in the hotel Zurich, Rheinfalls and Stein am Rhein Tour, Zurich.
Drive to the famous Lindt Chocolate Factory and experience their new visitor attraction, no doubt
sampling some delicious chocolate.

Journey onto the medieval Stein am Rhein, known for preserved half-timbered medieval houses with
painted facades. Stroll along the Rhine for some memorable photos and stop for an ice cream or a
coffee in the Rathausplatz, before the short drive to Hohenkingen castle for lunch with a view over
Stein am Rhein itself.

Start your journey back and stop at the Rheinfalls and see torrents of water crashing over the rocks.
Take the glass elevator or walk down to the viewing platforms for some great photo opportunities
and take a boat ride to get up close and personal but beware you may get wet!

Zürich, Switzerland`s biggest city awaits you and a quick tour round the main sites. Take a trip to the
shoppers paradise of Bahnhof Strasse and see all the biggest high street brands. Walk to Lindenhof
where Zurich dates back to Roman times. Visit the centuries old Frauen and Gross Munster before
finishing in the alleys of the old town.
Overnight in Zurich

Day 6 – Zurich to Paris-
After breakfast check out from hotel and you will proceed for Paris by Train. Paris, France's capital,
is a major European city and a global center for art, fashion, gastronomy and culture. On Arrival our
driver will pick you up from airport and drop you at your selected hotel.
Later in the evening be ready for the amazing tour At the Eiffel Tower, Seine River Cruise, and
Dinner, Paris
Elevate your Eiffel Tower experience with a French dinner in a unique heated dome restaurant or
enjoy a delicious etoile menu on a Seine river cruise boat. Don't waste your time lining up for Paris's
most popular attraction, instead collect your skip-the-line ticket 15 minutes before your dinner
reservation to head straight up to the restaurant. This original venue offers a unique experience
surrounded by spectacular views across Paris. Savor the freshly served French cuisine in a traditional
Parisian brasserie style. After your meal, spend some time soaking up the panoramic city views from
the first and second floors and see if you can spot Paris' top monuments such as Montmartre and
the Sacré Coeur, the Invalides, the Champ-de-Mars, the Champs Elysées and the Arc de Triomphe.
Choose to finish your evening with an hour-long cruise along the Seine marveling at the architecture
of Paris' illuminated monuments at the banks of the Seine.
Overnight in Paris.

Day 7– Paris -
After breakfast visit Disneyland with 1 day 2 park ticket. Come and live a magical time at
Disneyland®Paris and enjoy the unforgettable experience of the theme park in one day.
Disneyland Paris is home to two theme parks—Disneyland Park and Walt Disney Studios Park—as
well as multiple hotels, entertainment offerings, and restaurants. It's remarkably close to the Paris
city center, making a trip to Disneyland extremely easy via suburban commuter trains or car.
Overnight in Paris.



Day 8 – Paris -
After breakfast let go for a Paris City Tour, Paris
Gain a fantastic oversight of Paris´s most iconic landmarks and attractions on a concise but
comprehensive tour around the capital of France. Discover the city´s streets aboard a double-decker
bus, not only is this a great opportunity to find your bearings, but you will get a thirst to further
explore this beautiful and historic city at your leisure.

Highlights
- Discover the best of Paris in record time
- Interesting commentary with the city´s need-to-know information
- Be swept away by the iconic Eiffel Tower and the gothic grandeur of Notre-Dame Cathedral

Are you unsure which of Paris´s famous landmarks you want to visit?
Look no further. This 90-minute tour not only gives you a great introduction to the city as a whole,
but allows you to see which places and areas you would like to explore further. This tour will aid you
in planning an itinerary of what you want to see most during your stay. The carefully designed
itinerary covers the principal landmarks of the city in a minimal amount of time, leaving you with
more time to discover the areas of Paris that you really want to see.

Fascinating recorded commentary describes monuments, landmarks, points of interest with
historical and up to date anecdotes about the city. Set against a background of French music and
song, the commentary complements the itinerary, causing visitors to warm to the capital and setting
the mood for exploring and visiting.

Whether it is the iconic Eiffel Tower, the gothic grandeur of Notre-Dame Cathedral, the charming
Champs Elysees, the stunning Louvre Museum, or one of the many other highlights of Paris, there is
much to catch your eye and capture your imagination. Don’t just go on what the guidebooks tell you,
see the sights for yourself and then decide how you want to spend your time in Paris secure in the
knowledge that you have seen all that this fascinating city has to offer.

In evening let do some shopping at La Vallée Village! This unique village in France groups over a
hundred prestigious fashion luxury brands. Find their previous collections at reduced prices with a
minimum -33% reduction and often more, 7 days a week. Armani, Calvin Klein Jeans, Diane Von
Furstenberg, Diesel, Gérard Darel, Guess, Jimmy Choo, Joseph, Longchamp, Paul & Joe, Paul Smith,
Salvatore Ferragamo, Sandro, Sonia Rykiel, Superdry, The Kooples, Tod’s, UGG, Ventilo are just a few
of the several French and international brands present in this open-air village where each house is a
boutique.
Overnight in Paris.

Day 9 – Paris to Mumbai-
After breakfast check out from hotel, our car will drop you at the airport.
Board a flight for hometown with lots of good memories.


